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Boolean operators#

Boolean operator

 '

( )

Quotation marks are used to contain search values

and All of the queries must be true

Parentheses are used to group CQL values into complex queries

or Any of the queries must be true

Description
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 CQL Operators#

cmd = 'clear'

cmd != 'clear'

cmd_hour_of_day < '08'

cmd_hour_of_day > '08'

CQL operator Example

=

!=

<

>

Description

Is equal to

cmd_hour_of_day <= '21:00'<= Less than or equal to

cmd_hour_of_day >= '21:00'

cmd_day_of_week 

IN 'saturday,sunday'

>=

IN

Greater than or equal to

Note: Should only be used when looking for specific 
values. Do not use to find random wildcards. 
Additionally, ensure you do not use any spaces (only 
commas) between integers if mentioning more than 
one.

Includes



cmd_day_of_week 

NOT IN 'saturday,sunday'

server_os = '*ubuntu*'

NOT IN

*

Note: Should only be used when looking for specific 
values, do not use to find random 
wildcards.Additionally, ensure you do not use any 
spaces (only commas) between integers if mentioning 
more than one.

Excludes



Note: Supported by most CQL values except where 
noted."

Wildcard



Is not

"Is less than.

In time and dates, signifies ""before"""

"Is greater than.

In time and dates, signifies ""after"""
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cmd = 'clear'

cmd_day_of_week = 'monday'

cmd_day_of_week 

IN 'saturday,sunday'

Query Example

cmd

cmd_day_of_week

Description

Command

cmd_exec_user = 'root'cmd_exec_user

cmd_has_output

cmd_first_time

_command

The Linux user who executed the command

Command generated an output (true or false)

A command where TTY was present (true 
or false)

cmd_exec_path = '/home/ubuntu'

cmd_exec_path NOT IN '/usr/*'

cmd_first_time_command = 'true'

cmd_first_time_command = 'false'

cmd_hour_of_day = '21:00'

cmd_hour_of_day < '8:00'

cmd_has_output = 'true'

cmd_has_output = 'false'

cmd_interactive = 'true'

cmd_interactive = 'false'

cmd_exec_path

cmd_hour_of_day

cmd_interactive

The executable path of the command

The day of week the command is executed. 
For triggers, the date is in UTC. For all other 
CQL search queries, the date is based on 
your local time

Boolean. True for a command whose root 
has never before been executed within a 
specific project. Ignores parameters/flags 
(e.g. treats 'ls -a' as equivalent to 'ls -l').

The hour of day when the command was 
executed (in 24 hour format)For triggers, 
the date is in UTC. For all other CQL search 
queries, the date is based on your local time
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cmd_parameters = '-l*'


cmd_parameters != '-la'

cmd_parent_cmd_root = 'sudo'

Query Example

cmd_parameters

cmd_parent_cmd_root

Description

The parameters from the command-line 
argument

cmd_working_directory 


= '/home/ubuntu'

cmd_working


_directory

The working directory for the executed 
command

Dual-valued: The base name of parent 

process' exe, and the base name of LKUEP. 

Trigger checks evaluate to true if it matches 

either of these.

cmd_root != 'ls'cmd_root The name of the binary that is executed 

from the command-line argument. For 

example, for the command 'ls -la 

example/directory', the 'cmd_root' would be 

'ls'.

cmd_top_level_only = 'true'cmd_top_level_only Boolean. If true, will only list root-level 
commands
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session_city = 'vancouver'

session_city IN 'london,paris'

session_cmd_user = 'jdoe'

session_cmd_user IN ‘jdoe, fsmith’

Query Example

session_city

session_cmd_user

Description

The city in which the session was 
logged

session_country = 'ca'

session_country IN 'cn,kp'

session_country The country in which the session is logged. 
Use the 2 character ISO country 
abbreviation (link goes to a third-party site)

The Cmd username of the user, associated 
with the session via 2-factor authentication

session_disconnected = 'true'

session_duration >= '60'

session_disconnected Boolean. True if the session disconnected 
gracefully (e.g. with the exit command)

"The duration of a session (in seconds).

Note that even if you create a trigger to 
terminate sessions after a given 
session_duration, a command initiated 
before the given duration is reached will still 
successfully execute, even if the duration is 
exceeded during execution. This avoids 
interrupting commands which take time to 
execute."

session_day_of_week = tuesday

session_day_of_week IN 'thursday, 

wednesday'

session_day_of_week

session_duration

The day of the week the session was 
loggedFor triggers, the date is in UTC. For all 
other CQL search queries, the date is based 
on your local time
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session_has_authenticated = 'true'

session_how_connected != 'ssh'

Query Example

session_has


_authenticated

session_entry


_mechanism

Description

Boolean. True if 2FA was used at any time in 

the session

session_latitude = '37.4043'session_latitude Latitude as reported by our IP lookup 

service

session_login_user = 'ubuntu'session_login_user The Linux user who invoked the session

session_longitude = '-95.7001'session_longitude Longitude as reported by our IP lookup 

service

session_interactive = 'true'


session_interactive = 'false'

session_interactive Boolean. True for sessions where TTY was 

interactive

The session's entry mechanism. Helps 

determine how the user connected. Current 

values are UNKNOWN, SSH, INIT, TTY, 

CONSOLE, AWS_SSM and OTHER. For 

agents prior to 1.4.0 values are SSH, TTY 

and UNKNOWN

session_ip = '192.168.1.23'


session_ip NOT IN '192.168.1.23,


172.31.55.245'"

session_ip_risk >= '99'


session_ip_risk <= '50'

session_ip The IP address from which the session was 

initiated

The perceived risk level of the IP 

addressNote: 0=not risky and 100=very 

risky.

session_id = 'SES-aded4574b4be1 

1e9825a000c29b2846s'

session_id

session_ip_risk

UUID associated with a session.
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session_region = 'BC'

session_region NOT IN 'NY,PA'

Query Example

session_region

Description

session_user = 'jsmith'

session_user IN 'jsmith,jane.smith'

session_user The user in a session (combines Cmd users 
and Linux users into one query)

The state or province in which the session 
was initiated. Use the 2 character ISO 
abbreviation (link goes to a third-party site)

session_user_role = 'developer'

session_user_role 

NOT IN 'developer,engineering'

session_user_role The Cmd ‘user role’ attributed to the user, 
associated with the session when user 
authenticates with their Cmd login A user's 
role category is listed in their Cmd user 
account
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server_added < 'last week'


server_added >= '1494842400'


server_added != 'february'

server_agent_ping_date = 'yesterday' 


server_agent_ping_date 


> 'January 1, 2019'

Query Example

server_added

server_agent_ping


_date

Description

"Server was added on specified date



For triggers, the date is in UTC. For all other 

CQL search queries, the date is based on 

your local time



You can also enter time frames, like 

""yesterday"", ""4 days ago"", or ""last month""



Integer values will be treated as Unix 

timestamps and non-integer values will be 

treated as date strings"

server_agent_uninstalled = 'true'server_agent


_uninstalled

Boolean. Whether the agent was 

uninstalled from a server

server_has_group = 'true'server_has_group Boolean. True if the server belongs to a 

group

server_hostname = 'cmd.com'server_hostname Server hostname

A date. The last time the Cmd agent pinged 

the collector

server_group = 'development'


server_group != 'www'

server_group Name of the server group
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server_id = 'SVR-b371256f9ded1 

1e987b80242ac110002'

server_ip = '192.168.1.23'


server_ip != '127.0.0.1'

Query Example

server_id

server_ip

Description

Note: Wildcard queries are not supported. You must 
enter the exact server ID."

"Server ID, found on the 'Sources' page of 

the web app


 


server_name = 'test-1'


server_name NOT IN 'test-1,test-3'

server_name Name of the server

server_session_count > '5'


server_session_count != '1'

server_session_count Total sessions on server

server_version NOT IN '1.3.2'


server_version = '1.3.2'

server_version The agent version installed on the server

Server IP address

server_group = 'development'


server_group != 'www'

server_group Name of the server group
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trigger_has_alert = 'true'

trigger_has_group = 'true'

Query Example

trigger_has_alert

trigger_has_group

Description

Boolean. True for triggers which created an 
alert

trigger_has_notice = 'true'trigger_has_notice Boolean. True for triggers which created a 
notice

trigger_alert_level >= '3 - High' 

trigger_alert_level = '0 - Notice'

trigger_alert_level The alert level of triggers (0-5)

Boolean. True for triggers which are part of 
a trigger group

trigger_name = 'stop_sudo'

trigger_name IN 'warning*,beware*'

trigger_name The name of a trigger
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file_name = 'fullpath/to/file'

Query Example

file_name

Description

The fullpath to a file (wildcards accepted). 
Used in file triggers
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